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Introduction

http://space-eu.org/educators

Interdisciplinary, problem-based 
learning is a strong trend in education. 
Educators are seeking to integrate 
practical problems and topics from 
other fields as examples and exercises. 
This allows students to contextualise 
the content that they learn, and develop 
critical thinking and citizenship skills.

Space sciences offer a unique lens with 
which to approach interdisciplinary 
learning. Space sciences are a unique 
tool in education, bringing together the 
worlds of physics, cutting-edge technology, 
mathematics, communication, and art. 
This makes space a particularly well-suited 
topic to attract learners with very diverse 
interests to STEAM subjects. 

The appeals of space sciences 
for teaching include:

 — Visible phenomena and technologies
 —  Inspiration and visual appeal from the 

beauty of space
 —  Links with a variety of careers and 

career paths
 — Strong links with history and culture

This booklet contains a small sample 
of the extensive library of open-source 
classroom activities and teacher resources 
developed by various space education 
projects across Europe. Both space science 
researchers and education professionals 
have been involved in their development. 
These activities integrate space topics 
into a broad range of disciplines, including 
science, math, history, language arts, and 
more. This abundance of high quality 
space educational resources can easily 
be integrated into textbooks and online 
resources to uniquely enrich their content.

The activities in this booklet are curated 
from the collections of Universe Awareness, 
Space Awareness, Scientix, the European 
Space Agency, AstroEDU, and other sources. 
A more complete listing can be found on 
the spaceEU website at:

http://space-eu.org/educators
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Why 
Space in the 
Classroom? 

The outcomes of the project provide a base 
for informed discussions on how to improve 
curricula and enhance interest in science & 
technology in a way that respects cultural 
diversity, promotes personal relevance 
and empowers the learner for democratic 
participation and citizenship.

The Relevance of Science Education, 
ROSE, is an international science 
education research project that sheds 
light on student interest in the learning 
of science and technology.

One of the main findings of the ROSE study 
is that the most popular topic is space 
and the possibility of life outside Earth 
(life, wonder, openness). This suggests the 
enormous potential for astronomy and 
space to be used in science education and 
attract students to STEM subjects. Despite 
a strong gender difference found in other 
interests, space appeals strongly to both 
boys and girls.
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Big Ideas 
in Astronomy

The booklet “Big Ideas in Astronomy –  
A Proposed Definition of Astronomy 
Literacy” provides a systematic evaluation 
and a clear definition of what astronomical 
literacy is. It presents eleven Ideas, that 
cover a range of different aspects of 
astronomy. They range from historical, 
philosophical, sociological, theoretical, and 
observational aspects. These ideas are 
developed together with the professional 
astronomy community and are 
continuously reviewed and updated. 

https://www.iau.org/news/announcements/detail/ann19029/

“Big Ideas” is an excellent resource 
to find ways to include astronomy in 
education and curricula.

https://www.iau.org/news/announcements/detail/ann19029/
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Space Scoop
http://www.spacescoop.org/en/

Example of Space Scoop

Volunteer translators translate the stories 
into 33 different languages, and the website 
includes links to definitions of common 
scientific terms, and to the original press 
releases the stories are based off of.

As a learning tool, Space Scoop offers 
a host of opportunities. In addition to 
the content-specific learning of recent 
developments in space sciences, it offers 
language learning opportunities. In fact, 
it is used as a language comprehension 
example in the Cambridge IGCSE English as 
a Second Language text.

Space Scoop is an online 
space news platform 
geared towards students 
aged 12-18. It brings press 
releases from ESA, ESO, 
EUMESAT, NASA and other 
space agency partners 
to a broader and younger 
audience. The articles 
ensure readability 
and understanding 
of the latest space 
science news. 

The topic of space has universal appeal 
and is very engaging, especially cutting– 
edge space research, which often features 
prominently in popular news. The Space 
Scoop stories also often introduce and 
define new words for their audience.

http://www.spacescoop.org/en/
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Space
Careers 

Career information includes:

 —  Interviews with various experts in the 
space sector

 —  Descriptions of a variety of space 
sector careers

 —  Webinars describing a variety of 
career paths

 —  Teaching materials related to space 
sector career paths

 —  A booklet describing space sector 
career paths

Because the space sector is often seen 
as an “advanced” field, it has significant 
appeal to students, but can also be 
intimidating. These resources aim to make 
the space sector more approachable 
by showing the breadth of fields in the 
space sector, including lawyers, costume 
designers, historians, and educators.

It features several tools that can be used in 
the classroom to inspire students to pursue  
careers they may not have considered. The 
space sector offers a variety of exciting 
career paths often unknown to students. 
Most of these materials are also translated 
into various languages.

http://www.space-awareness.org/en/careers/

The Space Careers booklet and 
associated resources were  developed 
by the Space Awareness project.

http://www.space-awareness.org/en/careers/
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Meet our home:
Planet Earth

Space sciences are very visual and 
therefore visually impaired students 
are often left out of the excitement.

https://astroedu.iau.org/en/activities/1406/meet-our-home-planet-earth/

This inclusive activity booklet is developed 
to equally engage all students with space 
sciences education. Converting a visual 
to a tactile experience, these activities lets 
visually impaired students learn about the 
characteristics of our home planet, the Earth. 

Through practical inquiry activities, 
students will be able to recognise and 
describe features of the Earth, as well 
as to explain the importance of building 
models, identify strengths and limitations 
of a theoretical model, and suggest ways 
they might improve aspects of the model. 
Requiring only household materials, the 
activities are easy to implement.

https://astroedu.iau.org/en/activities/1406/meet-our-home-planet-earth/
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Primary
education
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Primary
education

This section outlines sample classroom activities, 
designed for primary aged pupils (ages 4-12). 
They are divided into the broad categories of 
sciences, mathematics, and humanities.
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Camera Obscura
Students will learn how to build a simple camera obscura, explore 
the inversion of images, and explore the fact that smaller pinholes 
lead to clearer images.

Space Awareness Project light, vision

History of the Universe
Students investigate how old the universe is and when important 
events took place in the universe and on Earth. They draw the universe 
timeline from the beginning until today on the scale of a year.

Space Awareness Project origins of the universe, 
origins of life

Levitating Astronaut
The Levitating Astronaut activity uses the amazing power of 
magnets to help children to learn about magnetism and leads 
on to a brief introduction of gravity.

Universe Awareness magnetism, gravity

Dr. Seahorse Creates Rainbows
Autumn is the season of colours: red, yellow and orange leaves are 
falling from the trees and in the sky are rainbows! You can make 
a rainbow at home with the activity below.

Universe Awareness moon, weather, water

Science

https://my.su/resource2

https://my.su/resource1

https://my.su/resource8

https://my.su/resource7

https://my.su/resource2
https://my.su/resource1
https://my.su/resource8
https://my.su/resource7
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The Big Meltdown
With the help of a simple model (consisting of bowl, base, water and 
ice) the conceptual differences between Arctic and Antarctic are 
demonstrated and the impacts of the melting of their ice masses 
are made clear.

Space Awareness Project climate change, 
states of matter, heat

Day and Night in the World
This activity allows pupils to learn the difference between diurnal 
and nocturnal animals, understand that when it is day here, it is 
night on the other side of the world, and that it is light when the Sun 
comes up and it is dark when the Sun goes down

Space Awareness Project ecosystems, niches, 
orbit and rotation

Astrofarmer
In this set of six activities, students will investigate which factors 
affect plant growth, and relate these factors to growing plants in 
space. Students will learn that plants need air, light, water, nutrients 
and a stable temperature to grow.

ESA Teacher’s Corner respiration,
photosynthesis, light

Moon Shelter
Pupils will compare the environmental conditions on Earth and on 
the Moon and in a group they will imagine and build their own Moon 
shelter using materials comparable to the soil on the Moon, known 
as Moon analogues.

ESA Teacher’s Corner moon, weather, water

https://my.su/resource6

https://my.su/resource5

https://my.su/resource3

https://my.su/resource4

https://my.su/resource6
https://my.su/resource5
https://my.su/resource3
https://my.su/resource4
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Travel from Basra to Cairo
By using a simple rule of three, students estimate how many days 
Ibn Al-Haytham needed when travelling from Basra to Cairo.

Space Awareness Project unit conversion

Birthdays on Other Planets
How old would I be, if I lived on another planet? In this classroom 
activity guide, explore when your next birthday would be if you lived 
on other planets in our Solar System.

Universe Awareness data interpretation, 
identifying variables

Up, up up!
Rockets provide an exciting context to teach pupils about science 
and technology. In this set of activities, pupils will design and build 
three different types of rockets. They will launch their rockets in 
order to investigate what variables affect the trajectory and 
distance travelled.

ESA Teacher’s Corner graphing, data interpretation

History of the Universe
Through a series of activities pupils will learn how to build a timeline 
and set events to scale by building and comparing the timeline of 
the history of the Universe with a timeline of their own lives.

ESA Teach with Rosetta scale calculations

MATHEMATICS

https://my.su/resource11

https://my.su/resource12

https://my.su/resource13

https://my.su/resource2

https://my.su/resource11
https://my.su/resource12
https://my.su/resource13
https://my.su/resource2
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The Hour in Cuneiform Digits
In this activity children learn in a playful manner to write the
western numeral system in cuneiform and to carry out some
additions. Also they are invited to read the hours of a clock and 
write them in cuneiform digits

Space Awareness Project number systems

Travel with Fatima
During this activity students are asked to imagine the landscape 
of Northern Africa by looking at photos. Using a map, they estimate 
the distance that Fatima Al-Fihri travelled together with her father 
and sister from Kairouan (Tunisia) to Fez when they had to migrate 
to Morocco.

Space Awareness Project estimation, unit conversion

Lets Map the Earth
In this activity, students familiarise themselves with the concept 
of a map by observing and describing maps, and drawing a map 
from an aerial photograph. They understand that any location on 
Earth is described by two numbers, latitude and longitude. 
The notion of scale and ratio is also explored.

Space Awareness Project scale calculations

How to Travel on Earth
With this activity, students use a globe to learn how a position on 
Earth can be described. They investigate how latitude can be found 
using the stars. Students learn what latitude and longitude are and 
how to use them to indicate a position on Earth. 

Space Awareness Project scale calculations, angles

https://my.su/resource10

https://my.su/resource14

https://my.su/resource15

https://my.su/resource9

https://my.su/resource10
https://my.su/resource14
https://my.su/resource15
https://my.su/resource9
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Journey of Astronomical Ideas
The activities on “the map of the journey of ideas” invite pupils to 
identify with figures the places where the first ideas about the sky, 
the Sun, the Moon, the stars and movements of the planets arose.

Space Awareness Project Islamic world, history of science

DIY Solar System
In this imaginative craft activity, children make the planets of our 
Solar System using a template of an icosahedron (a polyhedron with 
20 triangular faces, 30 edges and 12 vertices). They then decorate their 
planets with sand, glue, cotton wool, paint, glitter... the sky is the limit!

Universe Awareness news, writing

Space Scoop Storytelling
Use Space Scoop astronomy news stories for children as the basis 
for a creative writing and drawing activity.

Universe Awareness news, writing

Moon Constitution
In this resource, pupils will debate some organisational and social 
characteristics of a future settlement on the Moon and relate it to 
their local community.

ESA Teacher’s Corner political systems, 
social issues, debate

Arts & Humanities

https://my.su/resource16

https://my.su/resource22

https://my.su/resource21

https://my.su/resource20

https://my.su/resource16
https://my.su/resource22
https://my.su/resource21
https://my.su/resource20
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Making a Sundial
In this activity, students discuss the notion of time and how time 
can be measured. They learn that a long time ago, people used 
different tools to measure time. Students build and use a sundial 
and discover that a long time ago, it was much more difficult to 
accurately tell the time than it is today.

Space Awareness Project history of technology, 
navigation

Discover Colours of the Stars
Al-Sufi was the first astronomer that recorded the colour of the 
stars in a catalog. Following the steps of this persian astronomer, 
the children watch the constellations with a slide viewer and in the 
night sky. They discover that stars not only differ in brightness but 
also in colour.

Space Awareness Project Islamic world, 
history of science

Design your Alien
Review the environmental factors that make the Earth habitable 
and compare them to other worlds within our Solar System. 
Use creative thinking to design an alien life form suited for 
specific environmental conditions on an extra-terrestrial world 
within our Solar System.

Universe Awareness news, writing

Arabic Names of the Stars
Following in the footsteps of the great persian astronomer Al-Sufi, 
pupils are invited to match groups of stars with the corresponding 
Greek constellation, to learn the arab names of the brightest stars 
therein and what their names mean.

Space Awareness Project Islamic world

https://my.su/resource23

https://my.su/resource18

https://my.su/resource19

https://my.su/resource17

https://my.su/resource23
https://my.su/resource18
https://my.su/resource19
https://my.su/resource17
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Secondary
education
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Secondary
education

This section outlines sample classroom activities, 
designed for secondary-aged pupils (ages 13-18). 
They are divided into the broad categories of 
physics, biology, chemistry, earth sciences, 
mathematics, and humanities.
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Marble-ous Ellipses
It is a common misconception among students that planetary 
orbits are circular. This practical activity gives a space setting 
to speed-time graphs.

ESA Teach with Rosetta velocity, revolution, gravity

Landing on the Moon
In this set of activities, students will plan, design, and build a landing 
module to secure the survival of the crew (in the form of an egg-
naut) landing on the Moon.

ESA Teacher’s Corner velocity, acceleration, 
Newtonian physics

Barycentric Balls
The idea of the centre of mass is a key physics and mechanics 
topic and this simple demonstration provides a powerful 
visualisation of the principle of the barycentre.

ESA Teacher’s Corner center of mass, gravity

Cloud Chamber
Using this resource, students will work together to build a cloud 
chamber, a special box designed to detect charged particles 
and radiation.

ESA Teacher’s Corner radioactive decay, 
atomic physics

Physics

https://my.su/resource31

https://my.su/resource30

https://my.su/resource29

https://my.su/resource28

https://my.su/resource31
https://my.su/resource30
https://my.su/resource29
https://my.su/resource28
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A View from Above
Students investigate how satellite images obtained at different 
wavelengths help to identify Earth surface features like vegetation 
and open water areas by using a specially designed software 
package, LEO Works.

Space Awareness Project light, satellites

Thermal Layers of the Ocean
This activity illustrates the generation of temperature layers 
observed in oceans and lakes. The Sun and it irradiation is replaced 
by a strong lamp. The ocean or lake is modelled by a transparent 
cup that contains water.

Space Awareness Project heat, energy

Light Pollution
Light pollution affects the visibility of stars. Building a simple 
Magnitude Reader, students determine the magnitude of stars 
and learn about limiting magnitude.

Space Awareness Project space, light, scientific process

Where on Earth Am I?
This activity simulates the positioning procedure of GPS receivers 
by trilateration. The pupils are provided with a map and a model 
2D configuration of four satellites transmitting their signals.

Space Awareness Project light, time, technology

https://my.su/resource27

https://my.su/resource26

https://my.su/resource25

https://my.su/resource24

https://my.su/resource27
https://my.su/resource26
https://my.su/resource25
https://my.su/resource24
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Plants on Mars
Students will explore technology used in space through the 
Arduino tool. They will build an automatic watering system that 
measures soil humidity and waters a plant accordingly. The basics 
of programming in C++ will be introduced using the Arduino 
Integrated Development Environment (IDE) software. 

ESA Teacher’s Corner pants, evapotranspiration

Space Bears
In this set of experimental activities, students will investigate the 
survival abilities of tardigrades also known as water bears. They 
will explore how they can collect water bears and which extreme 
conditions they can simulate in the lab.

ESA Teacher’s Corner cryptobiosis, anhydrobiosis, 
evolution, extremophiles

Could Life Survive?
In this activity students will consider whether life found in extreme 
environments on Earth could survive elsewhere in the Solar System.

ESA Teacher’s Corner niches, extremophiles, 
abiotic factors

The Light Around Us
Introducing the topic of light into nature through a discussion of the 
pupil’s light phenomena.

Scientix organs (eye), perception

Biology

https://my.su/resource36

https://my.su/resource37

https://my.su/resource35

https://my.su/resource33

https://my.su/resource36
https://my.su/resource37
https://my.su/resource35
https://my.su/resource33
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Climate Zones
A simple analogue experiment is employed as a model of 
the insolation of sunlight on Earth. A strong lamp illuminates 
a photovoltaic cell, which is connected to an electric motor. When 
varying the angle of the solar cell towards the lamp, the motor 
changes its rotation speed.

Space Awareness Project ecosystems, climate, seasons

Thermal Layers of the Ocean
This activity illustrates the generation of temperature layers 
observed in oceans and lakes. The Sun and it irradiation is replaced 
by a strong lamp. The ocean or lake is modelled by a transparent 
cup that contains water.

Space Awareness Project ecosystems, niches, oceans

The Engine of Life
This activity uses a simple analogue for the power of radiation 
received at a given distance from a star. A photovoltaic cell is 
connected to an electric motor. Depending on the power received 
on the cell, the motor begins to move.

Space Awareness Project origins of life, 
requirements for life

Transforming Water into Acid
The students transform chemically neutral water into carbonated 
water by adding carbon dioxide. The change in pH is measured with 
a universal indicator. Afterwards, the liquid is restored to neutral by 
heating it, which drives out the carbon dioxide again.

Space Awareness Project respiration, carbon cycle, 
oceans

https://my.su/resource26

https://my.su/resource32

https://my.su/resource34

https://my.su/resource38

https://my.su/resource26
https://my.su/resource32
https://my.su/resource34
https://my.su/resource38
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Power from Water
In this set of three activities, students will learn about 
electrochemistry. In the first activity they will build a Volta Pile – 
a simple battery.

ESA Teacher’s Corner electrochemistry, hydrolysis

Extracting Water
In this resource, students will learn about changes of state of 
matter using water on the Moon as an example. They will interpret 
data from a pressure vs. temperature graph for water.

ESA Teacher’s Corner ideal gas law, pressure, 
partial pressures

Cooking a Comet
This demonstration and practical activity, along with the resulting 
discussion, gives an insight into the chemical constituents of comets.

ESA Teach with Rosetta chemicals, chemistry of life

Whoosh Bottle
In this activity, alcohol and air are mixed in a large plastic water 
bottle before being ignited, to simulate the physics principles of 
chemical rocket engines.

ESA Teacher’s Corner chemical reactions, 
stoichiometry, combustion

Chemistry

https://my.su/resource45

https://my.su/resource43

https://my.su/resource41

https://my.su/resource44

https://my.su/resource45
https://my.su/resource43
https://my.su/resource41
https://my.su/resource44
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Transforming Water into Acid
The students transform chemically neutral water into carbonated 
water by adding carbon dioxide. The change in pH is measured with 
a universal indicator. Afterwards, the liquid is restored to neutral by 
heating it, which drives out the carbon dioxide again.

Space Awareness Project acid-base chemistry

Mini-Whoosh Bottle
In this practical investigation, students will perform a combustion 
reaction using a mixture of alcohol and air in a plastic water 
bottle. The students will observe a rapid reaction accompanied by 
a dramatic ‘whoosh’ sound, simulating what happens when fuels 
are lit during a real rocket launch.

ESA Teacher’s Corner chemical reactions, 
stoichiometry, combustion

Oceans at a Heat Reservoir
This activity demonstrates the heat storing capabilities of soil or 
sand and water which simulates similar processes on Earth. Both 
samples are irradiated with a strong lamp and the temperature 
variation is monitored as well as illustrated with a diagram.

Space Awareness Project energy, specific heat

Intertropical Convergence
The students learn that warm air rises over cold air. They will 
understand that this basic phenomenon is the cause for the large 
scale air circulation systems on Earth and the warm and humid 
climate near the equator.

Space Awareness Project climate, heat, 
convection, density

https://my.su/resource40

https://my.su/resource39

https://my.su/resource34

https://my.su/resource42

https://my.su/resource40
https://my.su/resource39
https://my.su/resource34
https://my.su/resource42
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Power from Sunlight
In this set of activities, students will learn about two concepts 
that influence solar panel design for space missions: the inverse 
square law and the angle of incidence.

ESA Teacher’s Corner energy, albedo, 
inverse square law

After the Storm
This resource uses the example of Hurricane Matthew to explore 
the applications of Earth observation data in tracking hurricanes 
and assessing their aftermath.

ESA Teacher’s Corner climate, geography,
natural disasters

Highways of the Oceans
In this set of activities students will use an multimedia module 
to learn about sea currents, the highways of the oceans, and 
how they are important for understanding local climates.

ESA Teacher’s Corner oceans, climate, ocean currents, 
geography, Earth observation

Investigating Global Warming
This set of activities includes hands-on experiments and the 
interpretation of satellite images for better understanding 
the overall effects of global warming.

ESA Teacher’s Corner climate, climate change

Earth Science

https://my.su/resource52

https://my.su/resource51

https://my.su/resource50

https://my.su/resource49

https://my.su/resource52
https://my.su/resource51
https://my.su/resource50
https://my.su/resource49
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Time and Space around me
Students will use the 90° angle scale on top of their astrolabe to 
measure the altitude of the Sun and any landscape features just 
below the Sun several times throughout their day at school. These 
measures will then be plotted graphically to create a skyline with 
the path of the Sun above.

Space Awareness Project orbit and rotation, 
measurement

Star in a Box
Have you ever wondered what happens to the different stars in 
the night sky as they get older? The Star in a Box application lets 
you explore the life cycle of stars. It animates stars with different 
starting masses as they change during their lives.

Space Awareness Project life cycle of stars

Coma Cluster of Galaxies
This classroom activity for high school students uses a collection 
of Hubble Space Telescope images of galaxies in the Coma Cluster. 
Students study galaxy classification and the evolution of galaxies 
in dense clustered environments.

Space Awareness Project galaxies, scientific process

The Engine of Life
This activity uses a simple analogue for the power of radiation 
received at a given distance from a star. A photovoltaic cell is 
connected to an electric motor. Depending on the power received 
on the cell, the motor begins to move.

Space Awareness Project energy, habitable zone

https://my.su/resource48

https://my.su/resource38

https://my.su/resource47

https://my.su/resource46

https://my.su/resource48
https://my.su/resource38
https://my.su/resource47
https://my.su/resource46
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Barycentric Balls
The idea of the centre of mass is a key physics and mechanics 
topic and this simple demonstration provides a powerful 
visualisation of the principle of the barycentre.

ESA Teacher’s Corner algebra

Design your Parachute
This resource gives students a brief overview of the different 
options available when building their CanSat parachute. Students 
will learn about the underlying physics of parachutes and their 
design and how to control the speed of their CanSat.

ESA CanSat algebra

Marble-ous Ellipses
It is a common misconception among students that planetary 
orbits are circular. This practical activity gives a space setting to 
speed-time graphs.

ESA Teach with Rosetta geometry, graphing

Landing on the Moon
In this set of activities, students will plan, design, and build a landing 
module to secure the survival of the crew (in the form of an egg-
naut) landing on the Moon.

ESA Teacher’s Corner algebra

MATHEMATICS

https://my.su/resource57

https://my.su/resource30

https://my.su/resource31

https://my.su/resource28

https://my.su/resource57
https://my.su/resource30
https://my.su/resource31
https://my.su/resource28
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How big is that thing?
This activity uses the astrolabes’ capability to determine the height 
or depth of objects in surrounding, both near and far. The method 
of measuring and calculating are perfectly suited for all pupils 
able to do basic arithmetic.

Space Awareness Project angles, trigonometry

Build Your own Astrolabe
This activity shows how to assemble a customised astrolabe and 
how to use it. The astrolabe used here is an adaptation of parts 
commonly provided on the rear of complex astrolabes.

Space Awareness Project angles, trigonometry

Climate in Numbers and Graphs
The students learn to analyse interpret scientific weather data 
and how they can be used to characterise the local climate. 
They apply the statistical tool of averaging and learn to construct 
and use the climate charts.

Space Awareness Project averages, graphing, 
data interpretation

Measure the Solar Diameter
The Sun moves across the sky at a constant rate because of the 
rotation of the Earth. By measuring how fast the Sun moves, you can 
work out how big the Sun appears in the sky. All you need are some 
household items and about 30 minutes on a sunny day.

Space Awareness Project angles, trigonometry, 
geometry

https://my.su/resource56

https://my.su/resource55

https://my.su/resource54

https://my.su/resource53

https://my.su/resource56
https://my.su/resource55
https://my.su/resource54
https://my.su/resource53
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Investigating Global Warming
This set of activities includes hands-on experiments and the 
interpretation of satellite images for better understanding the 
overall effects of global warming.

ESA Teacher’s Corner political issues,
climate change

The Viking Sun Compass
The topic of navigation and the Vikings are introduced by questions 
and a short story. With the construction of an Indian Circle, the 
students reproduce the technique the Vikings probably have used 
to determine the cardinal directions from the Sun’s apparent path 
during the day to stay on course to Iceland and Greenland on the 
open sea.

Space Awareness Project European history, navigation, 
history of technology

Moon Constitution
In this resource, pupils will debate some organisational and social 
characteristics of a future settlement on the Moon and relate it to 
their local community.

ESA Teacher’s Corner political systems, social 
issues, debate

Humanities

https://my.su/resource60

https://my.su/resource51

https://my.su/resource20

https://my.su/resource60
https://my.su/resource51
https://my.su/resource20
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Britannia Rule the Waves
The students are introduced to navigation in general and the 
longitude problem in particular. A few videos provide insight into 
scientific and historical facts related to the issue.

Space Awareness Project European history, navigation, 
history of technology

Ancient Navigation
The students will learn about the navigational methods and 
seafaring in the ancient epochs like the Bronze Age. With two 
activities, they will learn how the apparent diurnal paths of stars 
can help find the cardinal directions and set course to known 
destinations in the Mediterranean.

Space Awareness Project navigation, coordinate 
systems, history of technology

Navigating with the Kamal
The students build and use an old navigational tool from the 
Arab world of the 9th century, the kamal. After an introduction to 
historic seafaring and navigation, they build this simple tool and 
understand how it can be used to measure angles.

Space Awareness Project Middle East history, navigation, 
history of technology

https://my.su/resource59

https://my.su/resource58

https://my.su/resource61

https://my.su/resource59
https://my.su/resource58
https://my.su/resource61
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Useful links 
and resources

Find out more about our pan-European 
space education project, spaceEU:

http://space-eu.org/

http://uk.unawe.org/ 

http://www.space-awareness.org/en/ 

The European Space Agency developed the 
Teach with Space collection, in collaboration 
with the European Space Education 
Resources Office (ESERO) network to use 
space as the entry point to run STEM lessons:

https://www.esa.int/Education/Teachers_Corner 

https://astroedu.iau.org/en/ 

Scientix promotes and supports Europe-
wide collaboration among STEM teachers, 
education researchers and policymakers 
and has an extensive library of STEM 
education resources:

http://www.scientix.eu/ 

Universe Awareness is a global initiative 
tailored to young children, exciting 
them about STEM through space and 
astronomy education:

Space Awareness inspires European youth 
to pursuit careers in the space sector, 
especially focusing on reaching girls and 
underserved communities: 

astroEDU is a platform where space science 
researchers and education professionals 
collaborate to develop peer-reviewed 
education activities:

http://space-eu.org/
http://uk.unawe.org/
http://www.space-awareness.org/en/
https://www.esa.int/Education/Teachers_Corner
https://astroedu.iau.org/en/
http://www.scientix.eu/
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Secondary

As part of the  Space Awareness project, 
an analysis of the curricula of primary and 
secondary education in 9 countries was 
carried out in 2016 to understand how space 
sciences fits in and to identify potential entry 
points for space and astronomy topics. The 
surveyed countries are: Belgium, Bulgaria, 
the Czech Republic, France, Germany, 
the Netherlands, Northern Ireland, Spain, 
and South Africa. Furthermore, a view on 

OUR WONDERFUL 
UNIVERSE OUR FRAGILE PLANET NAVIGATION THROUGH 

THE AGES
The Sun – Earth – Moon system Composition and Structure Basic concepts of Navigation

The Solar System Interior Latitude

Stars Surface Longitude

Exoplanets Oceans Coordinate Systems

Galaxies Atmosphere Celestial navigation

The Invisible Universe Climate change Constellations

The Origin and Structure 
of the Universe Orbit and rotation Instruments

Fundamental Laws Seasons Inertial navigation

The Science of Astronomy Habitability Electronic navigation

Biodiversity Radar navigation

Moon Satellite navigation

Satellites

Cultural and historical viewpoint

Primary Both Not included in curriculum

each country’s immigration issues and 
opportunities for teaching space/astronomy 
topics is provided.

Space Awareness developed three 
educational activity streams: Our 
Wonderful Universe, Our Fragile Planet 
and Navigation Through the Ages. The 
topics covered in these streams form the 
framework for the analysis.

Example of the result of the curriculum analysis. Space/astronomy entry-points in the curriculum of Germany.
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Licensing 
and copyrights

All materials from the projects Universe 
Awareness and Space Awareness can be 
used freely as long as appropriate credit 
is given. They can be used in profit-making 
enterprises. However, exclusive rights 
cannot be granted.

The educational materials in this 
booklet are produced by various 
organisations and projects. The details 
regarding licensing and copyright are 
different for each. This section provides 
an overview of the possibilities.

We can also translate and adjust 
the existing materials, or develop 
new materials for space topics 
on request (this may involve 
some development costs). 

The educational resources produced by 
ESA can be used freely, but cannot be used 
in profit-making enterprises.

For the remaining materials, the policies 
vary. Please contact us for more information.
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spaceEU has received funding from the European Commission’s 
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